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Home Access
targets SJSU
for HIV tests
Anonymous home
kit results are ready
in days with high
accuracy reported

Charles Slay/Sinv-tan Dash
Stan Vaughn, museum curator, and entomology student Steve Jungers examine specimens of wasps, in particular the Tarantula
Hawk (Peps formicasa) which preys on the giant spider

Kevin Johnson, a representative from Home Access Health,
said the company is interested
in providing a tool for enpowerment and privacy.
There are two tests: Home
Access provides results in
By Ingrid Perez
approximately one week and
Staff Writer
Home Access Express makes
results available in just three
Home HIV and AIDS testing days. The results are 99.9 perkits became available to stu- cent accurate. Johnson said.
dents on all California college
"The best prevention in the
campuses Sept. 11, allowing fight against HIV and AIDS is
students to purchase and gain educated testing and counseltest results
ing
and
over
the
that’s
See related editorial on page 2
phone.
what
SJSU’s
Home
CampusLink,
Access
a centralized computer that Health does. It’s fast and conveshows current events on cam- nient and can be done in the
pus, displays an advertisement privacy of r the student’s) own
about Home Access Health HIV home," Johnson said.
and AIDS testing. The adver, After receiving the test in a
tisement is also displayqr "discrete" brown box through
among other CampusLinks at the mail, Johnson said a stuCalifornia State Universities at dent can register the kit
Beach, through an automated, toll -free
Long
Fullerton,
Northridge, Los Angeles, San number (1 -800-HIV-TEST). The
Bernadino and San Francisco.
See Testing, page 5

Entomology corners bug market Groups ask for
freeze on cable
of insects," said Kathleen
Barrett, a biological science
major. "Every time I go to the
State museum I see something new."
Jose
San
The
The museum, which has
Entomology
University
Department is crawling with been in existence since the
critters, as close to one million 1930s, houses a diverse variinsects are on display at the .J. ety of insects that, according to
Gordon Edwards Museum of Professor Emeritus J. Gordon
Edwards, have been viewed by
Entomology.
The museum, located on the "visitors that come from all
second floor of Duncan Hall, over the United States."
Edwards, for whom the
features insects from around
the world, including 120,000 museum is dedicated, has
worked on the
that
beetles,
since
project
can be viewed
1949, contributfrom any of
ing his collec1,700 glass-top
tions
from
trays.
Costa
Rica,
"This collecEurope,
New
tion is priceZealand
and
less," said Stan
other various
Vaughn, musecountries to the
um curator. "We
museum.
have the third
"It’s a valulargest beetle
Kathleen
Barrett
able collection
on
collection
we are
the West Coast, biological science major and
always finding
and our musenew species of
urn is constantly expanding as we are insects to add to it," Edwards
approaching one million speci- said.
According to Edwards and
men."
Students on campus are Vaughn, insects are the
also excited about the musem. largest group of animals on
"It really is an incredible the earth, and at least four or
collection of all difTerent kinds five new species are found

By Amy Bankston
Staff Writer

"It really is an
incredible collection of all different kinds of
insects."

Critics say the
move would save
customers roughly
$1 billion in rates
By ’Jeff Nies.,

Charles Slay/Spar-tan Dolls
Steve Junger removes a wolf spider, genus lycosiciae, from
alcohol for closer examination. The study of spiders is Jungers’
area of specialty.
every month in California.
"Almost every day we keep
bringing new things in,"
Edwards said.
According to Vaughn, the
museum has slowly evolved
from a reference collection in
the 1930s, receiving no government funding, and therelbre
has been achieved through
years of volunteer work.
Vaughn, who volunteers close
to 40 hours a week as the
museum’s curator, said "our

rewards are having specialists
from around the world conic)
here to reference the collection."
The museum, which is open
to the public free’ of charge,
also features a detailed field
desert pt ion of every- insect .
It is now taking a Ii mg time
to catalog everything into the
computer, but everyone is welcome to come and ;isk for any
information on insects that
they may want," ’aughn said

With digital technology that
will bring hundreds of channels
into Bay Area homes just
around the corner, national consumer groups asked for price
fiets Tuesday while SJSU
students bear the) brunt of the
bills.
"They are too high, way too
high," said SJSU student Russ
Reich
Reich, an environmental
studies senior, said with
Showtime and HBO his monthly cable bill totals more than
$54 Reich. who splits the bill
with his two roommates, would
be in favor of anything that
would get his bill down.
Tuesday, the’ Consumers
Union and the Consumer
Federation of America asked
the Federal Communications

Commission to freeze cable TV
rates for one year The FCC has
frozen rates before, and consumer groups say the move
would save) customers $1 billion.
About sO percent of all cable
customers rates are regulated,
with consumers paying about
$16 billion a year to the cable
industry, the groups said.
The) FCCs rate regulations
are "simply put, a sham
worthless, meaningless," said
Gene Kim melman, co-director
of the Consumers Union’s
Washington office.
Cable rates are rising faster
now than when they were not
regulated, the groups said in a
petition to the FCC_ And regulated rates are going up 50 percent faster than the FCC predicted they would, the groups
contend.
Decker Anstrom, president of
the National Cable Television
Association, countered that
"price increase’s that cable companies have instituted in the
past year or two reflect the
increased costs that come from
See Cable, page 5

Caret faces first evaluation from campus community
By Lisa Marie E Arellano
Staff Writer
For the first time, the San Jose State
University campus community gets
the chance to say how they really feel
about President Robert Can’t.
Caret’s first evaluation has rolled
around and the campus community is
being encouraged to take part in the)
process.
Barry Munitz, California State
University chancellor, is issuing an
open invitation to anyone interested in

sending in their
c o m m e n t s
about Caret’s
performance to
be used in the
presidential
review process
Trustee
R a I p h
Pesgiuera said soliciting campus input
is new to the process.
"We used to take a random sample
of faculty, administrators, staff and the
community and invite them to make

munity,
Munitz said
who
those
wish to panicipate in the
Ralph Pesqiuera. review must
trustee write a letter
addressing
certain critenit regarding the president’s performance
The president’s effectiveness in
managing human and physical
resources, working relations with the

"Now we’re opening the lines of communication so
we can get opinions from all."

comments about the president,"
Pesqiurra said. "Now we’re opening
the lines of communication so we can
get opinions from all"
In an open letter to the &NU com-

campus, educational leadership, relationship with the community and his
achievements are of specific interest to
the committee.
Once all letters are received, Munitz
will review them and note the president’s strengths and weaknesses.
Pesgiuera said the chancellor will
then meet with the president and
make recommendations for future
improvement.
There are two kinds of presidential
reviews, Pesgiuera said.
See Review, page 5
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Space junk ‘trashing’ cosmos, potential for disaster high
r
husands o f salle
m
tells o f to
e Researchn
The NAS. VAtns
Center held an open ones art. swarming around out
:it there. all at incredible speeds.
Saturday
house
What’s the big deal, you say’?
Moffett Federal Airfield An
estimated 100,000 people came. Why worry about stuff that will
!i, see the Malahrfill r_:1/111iii. the probably never fall on you, and
-pace :wows has helped to cre- if it tries, will disintegrate upon
de What tiles didn’t see was re-entry into the atmosphere?
You’re probably right. Most
something (cur space program
likely that will be the. case,
should Ice ,isharned of
unless something as big as
I’m talking about space Junk
hits of spent rockets, old sated- Russia’s Mir Space Station
lite, and debris from explosions should get knocked out of orbit.
Far fetched, you think?
or collisions As you read this,
till pieces of America’s Skylab crashed into
approximately
;ere the outback in 1979. And in
.iunk
trackable -sued
vhirling around Earth,,and 197f.s, Russia’s Cosmos 954, a
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o your boobs hang
low? Do they wobble
to and ’fro? Can you
tie ’em in a bug? Can you tie
them in a bow?"
Sometimes I am actually
caught at a loss for words...
But not for long.
information
I
received
recently regarding an organization called Bras Across
Grand Canyon that has been
urging women since 1994 to
donate their bras in a quest to
obtain 10,000 over-the-shoulder-boulder-holders to span the
Grand Canyon.
The event is to be a Bra-a-thon that is urging women to, "Take off your bra for one
month. You will feel a difference."
Oh yes, let me assure you, if I were to lose
my underwire there would definitely be a difference but not the one they’re thinking of.
I dare say that for the mother lode of
women, going braless for a month would fall
somewhat short of a pretty thing.
Bras Across Grand Canyon maintains that
there is scientific evidence that bras may cause
breast cancer. (Does this mean Charlie’s
Angels are breast cancer proof?) Constricting
bras, they say, may prevent the lymphatic system from flushing fluids and toxins from breast
tissue, which can ultimately lead to breast cancer.
If this theory holds true, then I, as president
of the newly-founded Tighty Whities Across
Grand Canyon, propose that all men free-ball
for an entire month. But I digress...
Breast cancer, and women’s awareness of it,
Ce
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is no laughing matter and, yet,
when press releases for this event
boast, "Grand Canyon or bust," it
causes people to titter (excuse the
pun) rather than mull over the
seriousness of it.
The in-your-face truth of the
situation is that over 40,000
women will die from breast cancer
this year.
This event is not about increasing people’s awareness, it is about
increasing one man’s status.
"Nicolino," whose name was
Ronnie until he decided to turn
one-name-only trendy, is the
founder of Bras Across Grand Canyon. He was
also an unknown artist until he turned the typical male obsession of "breasts on the brain"
into a get-famous-quick scheme.
At this year’s National Breast Cancer Bra
Tapestry in San Francisco, Nicolino plans to
drape a huge piece of "bra art" over a 4-foot
diameter set of pink helium -filled latex
breasts.
I believe attention should be called to the
growing epidemic of women’s deaths by breast
cancer, but it should not entail giggles. If Bras
Across Grand Canyon wants to make such
sweeping statements as "brassieres may cause
breast cancer," then it better have some shard
of evidence to back it up.
As for me, I will double-hook my Vanity
Fair, JCPenny’s special and be secure knowing
that, while my boobs most certainly do not
hang low, I am also a staunch supporter of serious breast cancer education and knowledge.
Thrri K Milner is Managing Editor of the Spartan
Daily. Her column appears every Wednesday.

Lois Jenkins is a Spartan Daily
Staff Writer.

Increase in gender
pay gap plagues lives
of working women
Welcome back to the salary rat race
women. According to an article in the
San Jose Mercury News, the wage gap
between men and
women is widening
two
after
again
decades of steadily
narrowing down.
This frightens me.
I’ll have the same
concerns
financial
just as any man will
have, yet I’ll be getting "chump change."
wrong BELINDA AMAYA
Something’s
Women should make the
scenario.
this
with
same amount of money as men as long as they
continue to do the same amount of work.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
women’s median earnings between 1979 to 1993
rose from 62 percent of men’s to 77 percent.
This was evidently due, in part, to better
opportunities for women in education and the
increase in the amount of work experience most
women in the working world now possess.
According to Claudia Goldin, economist at
Harvard University, the narrowing of the wage
gap received a lot of attention five years ago, but
since then the discussion has quieted down.
Why?
The Mercury News article also indicated that
the gap between men’s and women’s annual
earnings is larger than the gap between their
weekly salaries due to bonuses and overtime.
These are areas in which men tend to outnumber women.
Labor economists think that the widening of
the gender gap may also have to do with welfare
reform throwing unskilled women into the job
market. Somehow this argument doesn’t seem
fair. It would be like putting an apple on one
side of a scale and a grape on the other. You simply can’t compare the two situations and maintain fairness.
And if these obstacles weren’t enough... what
happens if women decide to have children? Will
the pay gap grow even wider? According to
Goldin, "Looking at women over their lifecycle,
you see that as they get those first jobs, they
look pretty equal to men, then when they have
their first baby, they start looking less equal to
men."
Is this what I have to look forward to when I
enter the workforce? If so, I’ll live with my parents for the rest of my life or I’ll remain single
and never have children.
But, looking at the situation as it stands now,
it seems that these days it takes two incomes if
you want the nice house with a picket fence. AS
a woman, I’m certainly not going to be able to
afford it on my salary.
Belinda Amaya is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

enoa, yo uare not totally
’them’. When I see such symhots, my Nisi(’ boils.
Often, I can’t display the patience
and wisdom you have, to examine
what will or will not happen. So I
rush out and paint over You have

uniquely turned the hatred into a
positive motivator and barometer for
us all. You will indeed graduate with
honors and no doubt write a best sell er... even if racism and ignorance
keeps on trucking, and it will,
However, if for every act of stupid-

ity and hatred there is a voice such as
yours, we stand to survive it all. Keep
it up.
Martin Schulter, Director
Disability Resource Center

Affirmative action needed to allay racial tension

Lifestyle Editor
Senior Stall Writers:

Photo

OO/SOth

ing equipment such as satellites, space shuttles and the
Hubble telescope. It’s time
somebody figured out a way to
eliminate space junk before we
lose a manned spacecraft or
more tax dollars.
When I was a little girl, my
mother taught me to put my
toys away when I was finished
with them. To NASA and the
other space explorers: clean up
your sandbox, please.

Praise for executive editor’s Monday column
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The,re is io such thing as true anonymity.
Students should keep this in mind before
rushing out and taking the lucerne’ 111V test
now available at all (’alifornia Colleges
The Home Access test can be purchased
Icy calling Campuslankls toll -free number. It
arid an express version, are offered hy Home
Access Health
Its representatives say the. test is "safe.
private ,erid accurate
Two out of three mitt bad
Even though the test is sent ill a "discrete.
’crown box.- it can’t be private Students have.
to give. their names arid credit card numbers
before the test will be sent to them. Once-. a
student does so, there’s a record somewhere
eel them having purchased iin 111\,’ test That
negates the. test’s purpose.
The main idea behind 111Sts StICII as
Accent-i cciii Home Access Express is to give
people the, opportunity to get tested for 111V
without anyone knowing.
If you lecave. your name and credit card
someone knows.
iiiiinher with iire operator
Who’s tie sav that the names collected over
the. roll free, number won’t find their way
list? Who’, tee Silly that
out()
their re( oi-ls won’t lie confiscated Icy cecince
governmental agency? No one
one of the tests’ selling points is that it
offers more "privacy- than one done in a doctor’s office
V,Thile the decision to Ilse it hOIlle test is
totally up tee the. individual. we don’t recommend it living told that you’re HIV -positive.
it traumata. experience. The advice of a
trained doctor can be essential tic how a per
seen copes with the 11 f114,1S

cancer and other illnesses.
Back to the little pieces of
space junk already up there.
"Little" is a relative term when
we’re talking about an object
traveling at a tremendous
speed. Think about how the violent winds of a tornado can
drive a paper straw into solid
concrete and you’ll get the idea.
Smaller fragments can present
real trouble for all kinds of
spacecraft.
The United States spends a
lot of its time and our tax dollars tracking these objects so
they don’t slam into function-

voiR6

RIO OW401

Home HIV test safe and
accurate, not private

of

No problem, you say’? When
wred spy satellite,
n uclear-poe
Cassini hurtles past
full to earth in
the Earth, it will be
northern Canada.
traveling at more
No one was hurt in
than 43,000 miles
these cases, but they
per hour. Any malcould have been.
function or collision
A potential disaswith space junk
ter looms with the
could send it into the
launching of Cassini
Earth’s atmosphere
in October.
with its load of pluis an
Cassini
unmanned NASA deep LOIS JENKINS tonium.
So what, you say? It
space probe which will
head toward Venus and per- will just burn up. Exactly, and
form close flybys of that planet break into very tiny pieces.
before heading hack toward Breathe a tiny particle of plutonium and you can develop lung
Earth for a flyby of this planet.

Spartan

a Korean with a SAT score of
As1250, a 3.6 (PA, who graduatid in the top 10 percent of a
class of 400, I was rejected from
University of California, Berkeley in
1986.
Even though I Was more qualified
than the "whites," they rejected me,
claiming that too many Asians applied
that year. I find white people’s complaints against affirmative! action at
Berkeley so annoying and hypocritical
when they use it against the Asian
population when convenient. I wish to

tell all of these hypocrites to, "button
up and shut up." If you don’t get in,
your potential is better suited somewhere else. Believe me, that is the
truth. I got accepted to two top notch
universities,
Northwestern
and
Cornell, and was pleased to thank
affirmative action and U(7 Berkeley.
Although many people may cornplain about minorities who get into
universities with lower qualifications,
I myself love being in a room with
diverse cultures and different ethnicities. This is what brings a classroom a

wealth of insightful information during discussions. It sure beats sitting in
a room with a bunch of white people all
having the same views.
With other students from schools
beside Berkeley, I fully support affirmative action and its creation to
destroy Jim Crow laws, realizing that
these programs are necessary in our
society to prevent racial tensions that
arise from any feeling of racial domination,
Jeesue Kim
Theatre Arts
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Steinbeck
classic
exhibited
at SJSU
By Adam Bahamian
Stall’ Writer
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"...But not us! An’ why?
Because.... because I got
you to look after me, and
you got me to look after
you, and that’s why," said
Lennie to George in "Of
Mice and Men." Much like
John Steinbeck has SJSU
to look after his works.
Steinbeck
SJSU’s
Research Center is having
for
the
exhibit
an
American Classic "Of Mice
and Men."
The exhibit includes
different copies of the
novel in many different
languages, ranging from
English to Arabic.
The exhibit also has
many examples of the various movies that have
been produced, as well as
plays and operas, based on
the original written work
The center is both an
archive and a museum.
"You can look things up
about Steinbeck, as well
as look at novels and
movie
posters,"
said
Susan Shillinglaw, the
center’s director.
"Of Mice and Men" was
first published in the
United States in 1937. By
1939, the book was
already being published in
languages,
different
including Swedish. The
novel’s popularity spread
quickly throughout the
world, according to the
center’s curator Jennifer
Smith.
The exhibit boasts
copies from the first edition to the most recent.
"The original version of
the novel is different. You
can tell on page nine,"
Smith said, referring to
minor structural changes
with some paragraphs.
The exhibit ironically
opened one week before
Book
Week.
Banned
Banned Book Week, runs
from Sept. 20 through the
Sept. 27. The week was
set to celebrate the freedom to read.
to
the
According
Library
American
Association, Banned Book
Week
highlights
the
importance of all view -
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Students discuss
gripes with Caret
Improvements to
campus facilities
and jobs addressed
at informal luncheon
By Travis Peterson
Staff’ Writer

Parking woes, work study
and campus improvements
topped the bill at President
Caret’s first informal luncheon
of the year Tuesday.
The luncheon, an informal
discussion with the president, is
offered to all SJSU students on
an R.S.V.P basis. There is no set
agenda for the meeting; it is a
way for the students and Caret
to interact in an informal way.
Upon arrival it was apparent
that Caret was relaxed and
ready to enjoy a working lunch
with a small group of students
and interns.
"We usually have cookies and
brown bags, I don’t know what
happened," Caret said as he ate
his salad and dessert. "The only
rule I have for these luncheons:
talk should not be personal or
confrontational, talk should be
of twgative and positive issues,
arid percept ic,ri if S.JS11."
The mood remained informal
throughout the luncheon, even
though the issues brought up
were very serious.
"A lot of work study jobs have
nothing to do with our future
jolts and our goals," said &1St
student Fred Clay.
Rudy Salas, a liberal studies
major, expressed his concerns
that students who do not work
and live on campus are punished as soon as they leave the
campus for another Job.
"I earl easily go down to the
city of San -lose and get $1.80
more per hour." Sales said. "But
if I move oft campus next year,

I’ll be punished financially."
Caret
explained
that,
although it would be a perfect
scenario if students could find
work study jobs on campus that
dealt with their major, it is not
always an option.
"I was in the work study program in school." Caret said.
"My son is involved in work
study and I told him, ‘Do what
you need to do.’"
Marc Madden, a philosophy
and pre-med double major,
brought up the issue of parking.
"Parking is turning into a
zoo: Madden said. "We may
need to rename 10th Street
"The 10th Street Zoo.’"
Caret said SJSU has four
times as many students than it
does parking places, adding
that BART passes have helped
to alleviate parking problems.
However, he is currently discussing two other options to
help solve the problem that may
soon come to fruition.
"We’re trying to find out if
separate permits would be successful," Caret said. "We would
have one price for north campus
parking, and a cheaper price for
parking at South Campus."
Students parking at South
Campus would be bused to
north campus Caret said.
"We are planning another
garage on 4th and Santa Clara
by the Noodle House," Caret
said. "But if the new library
goes up, we will build a parking
garage with the city."
"Just this morning," Madden
said. "I saw a physical confrontation over a parking spot
in the 10th Street Garage."
Students at the luncheon
voiced concern over campus
improvements and the source of
revenue for renovations.
"I come to school to go to
school." Clay said. "It’s nice we
have nice green grates areas, but

ORDER UP A
SUCCESSFUL FUTURE
WITH MIMIS CAFE.
A’,1 and PM Ser.:ell/ lost Position Available NOW.
No experience necessars: Apply in l’erson
Moo thru Sun arn to Spin

Mitch Cartwright/Spartan Daily

San Jose State University Interns to President Robert Caret held a luncheon at Tower Hall Tuesday
where students had an opportunity to speak about work study and issues regarding the University.
vation comes front the state for
use for (renovation, and only
Caret said.
that purpose,"
the
renovate
we
"When
Business Tower $9 million will
come in private funds and the
state will match our amount
with probably $5 to 6 million.

it is more important to go to
class. I want to know if these
renovations are effecting my
ability to get classes."
Caret explained renovation
money is separate from money
for supporting classes.
"Most of the money (for reno-

fjjs Cjiireer

This is not money I can use for
hooks or anything else."
The luncheon ended with
many students feeling satisfied.
"Everybody had a chance to
speak," Anthony Saintange, an
SJSU freshman, said. "I’d love
to go again."
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See Steinbeck, page 5
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Come by our JAMS Plus Event between
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in rugby?

We got next
II Alumnus attempts
to organize SJSU’s
first women’s rugby
club team
Ity Jahn .irleyer-:t,tt Writer
Kiri 1 aucher is looking for a
tek.
The 57-y earolci San Jose
moist. and 25 -year rugby player
ticing icc form the first
ss omen’s rugby club team in
San Jose State University histois
"I Jill promising it dynamic
program where we will tour.
seek ;itit sponsors and, within a
fess years. challenge for the
regional and national championship," said Laucher, a member of the 1970 5.151. rugby
team
a
Lowlier describes rugby
cros- between soccer ;mil football Ile said the sport started
out cc hen s;imeorie who was
playing soccer decided to pick
the ball up and run with it
"You run and tackle like foot hall and kick like soccer,Laucher said. "It combines the
best of both It IS fucothitils
pt
ti pitch play over and over
again "

Who’s qualified?
Laticher said hi. needs ;it
least 15 W()rnen to start the
cIttleICS rugby program.
"I am looking for women cc ho
like to run and have fun,"
Lcut-her said "Anv size person,
smallest can be Jost ;is effect
t ive as the largest
If Laucher is successful in
cc
crc 5.151
formcr

foie and coach an SJSli
women’s rugby team.
Lauchur is intrigued by the
possibility of coaching a
women’s rugby team because he
says women work better as a
unit than men
McDonald added. "Vomen
phiy a technically correct
game"

the team
rugby te.im,
c1111 CollIpete .1g:iiri,t local university teams like Santa Clara,
Stanford and IT Santa Cruz.
Ile said ht would also try to
schedule competitions against
teams In Sollthet’ll ralltort11.1
riwliy I, One
Of the fastest grow ing -ports in
college Inc 1995 there 1.c en, 167
women’s college rugby teams.
In 1996 the number of teams
increased tic 205 Now tliere ;ire
to
..iccording
teams.
225
Laucher
"In 1995 we hope there are
229 teams." said It ia-her,
implying his ti.ain would be the
organext "The team %sill
nized bv the st intents The players will suppls their own leadership I will teach fundament,ils arid tricks from all my 25
years of experience."

Life in the scrum

Lira St l’;111,-S. president and
two-year player for Stanford’s
women’s rugby team, said,
"Women’s teams are stronger
because .111.1 go out for all 14
other wiinam If you get hurt,
you still play. You do it for the
team "
When iirked if rugby was too
physical of a sport for women,
Lowlier said, "Rugby is a low
injury sport, despite what it
looks like
The coach’s background
:McDonald said. "You get
For the past 26 years, minor iniuries. but the careerLaucher has played rugby for ending injuries itre unorrnmon.Carol Suppe a three-year
he San Jose Seal-lass ks. a South
member of the I’C Santa Cruz
Hay rugby club.
Mike N1cDonald. S.ISI" men’s ss omen’s rugby team said
nigh\ coach ;Hid mernher of the intones are part of the game.
Seahawks squad. said Laucher She dislocated her shoulder in /I
convinced him to help form a 1.1.1111e last season against
Stanford She also said that she
division of 11 high school
rugby teams in the Silicon ha- known v, omen who have
Valley He later coached with fractured their collarbones and
suffered C011ell,,,.11111S
Laucher it Bellarmine l’rep
"There are injuries." Strauss
Lowlier said hi. 1’,,lehed
Men’, rugby for 17 sear- at local said ".‘ hit of women aren’t used
lie11.11’1111111., to lull contact "
schools, such
Full contact is what rugby is
Glen ;Ind Leland
1)uring the six years he was all ;Wool, according to Soppe. It
y she fell in love with the
coaching ;it Bellarmine Prep
with McDonald. he said the
"I like to release aggression
team won 90 percent of its
games and was a state finalist and hit people." Soppy said.
She said the bad girl image of
in 1995
Noss Laiicher is taking on a rugby ,ippeals to her.
"FrO111 -I soling age, girls are
lt, organew 111.1111111.1e.1.1.111111

told to be a certain way," Soppe
said. "Rugby completely goes
against it."
Laucher is a little more discreet about the hitting and
image of the sport.
"You have to like body contact but we don’t try to kill ourselves or our opponents,"
I,aucher said. "It is a game of
common sense."
Ile added that he is only in
the idea stage of’ the team and
has yet to find any players.
"If Laucher can get a few
women with a passion for the
sport, then he will have an easier time fin-ming a team,"
Strauss said.

Possible problems
Soppe points to her tearn’s
lack of funding for the program
as an obstacle that could possibly be in Laucher’s way. The
It
women’s rugby team has
to carpool to play in Southern
California tournaments and
each member has tie pay $50 to
be a part of the team, according
to Soppy.
Laucher remains optimistic,
however.
"Someone tried to form a
women’s rugby team at SJSU a
few years ago but failed,"
Laucher said. "I’m a little more
persisent."
Laucher plans on posting up
flyers on and around campus,
like in the residence halls and
sororities.
lie will be at SJS1,..7 to recruit
players at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday on
the. steps of the Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Laucher can be
contacted at 267-7117.

Realignment stinks of East Coast bias
1,111M. 1,,i11 Iii heel,
, In?. -1111 e the
riki i.t
1994
flosses-en
liressers
,o1A
131111 Sell/Z
-et MI, INN
firing up his V. rveking
f call yet ,11.1.1111
Kevin Hecteman
Stint the 1/111/11,
el111111--.1riner who has been running major
into the V.1,1111111 -.111ee .111
league
Her,. coop toppled F.iy. Vim en! In 1992,
Ip11.1111Ith. 11.111 tOn Ihtleh heen one I111.1/11
WM.
along strict geographi; .11 lines
Iles
be the first to admit that the
14.11111. /IA- problem- Its current .1111.;11111ent.
net One Of
111,V. P1. er.
1111

4..111V111,1g

111

pr11111,1-ii

1/41-tball

Se111.1 so. Anted t.11 turn the National
League into West Co.ist le.tgui and the
League into an East Coast
Amera
league Ile v.:tilted no fewer than 15 learns
to switch leatZUPS Trild11101.1 be damned. he
-.lid Vi gott.i save trim,’’,And time on
if i% 01 o -t,
rh,1111511111.1hat Ideil landed eX.IC111.
v,. here 11 belling, the Clret11.1r tile Au.,
1.1t, etn ;Illy plan which requires it
I’,
It(
;ind t ht. Nlets and
Millie,, among others, wanted no part of

The newer plan makes a little reline
sense, unfortunately, it reeks of East Coast
provincialism
Yankees will stay put. ;is
The Nlets
%sill the Cubs and White Sox However, the
lords of baseball V.:11010 -tlek It IF,
ralltor111;1. He.111,1111.1 11 cut the American
League and forcing nearhy neighbors ;it
both ends of the state to share their territory.
They want to pick up the American
League \Vest, subtract the Texas Rangers,
mid the incoming Arizona Diamondbacks.
and plunk it down in the NI. a, a Setond
"NI. \Vest "
The’ (limits and A’, will find themselves
in the same league. ;is will the Dodgers
arid Angels down south. They’ll be playing
the ,aine circuit of teams Unless inter11;IgIle play heroines a regular thing. fans
in California will never sue the. likes of
Ken Griffey Jr. Cal Ripken, Randy
Johnson. Ivan Rodriguez. Albert Belle’. and
iitiwr Al, standouts because N11,I1 will hiive
declared California indeed, the entire
\Vest Coast an AI, ICCI. zon.. Tr), cio,,,t
Al, team will bp the Texas Rangers
ha:- given rise to the rumbles of’
iitipending litigation corning from The
Park Formerly Known As Candlestick,
where Giants owner Peter NIagowan is
to launch a lawsuit
ready, willing, and
to prevent the ()Aland A’s t rom invading
his territory The NI, constitution stales
that each NI, tenni will own the territory
in a 10-nude’ radius surrounding its ball-

Make me quiver

park. The Oakland Coliseum, home of the
A’s, fidls within the 10-mile circle.
I’ve got one question for Selig: If putting
the Mets arid Yankee’s or Cubs and White
Sox in the same league is a had idea, what
in the sari) hill makes you think putting
the (11;ints and A’s or Dodgers and Angels
I wit her is"
To be fair, Selig is not the only villain in
this whole mess. There’s one other: Jerry
Colangelo, the mvner of the expansion
Arizona Diamondbacks. who begin play
next season.
When Arizona and another expanskin
team. the Tampa Bay Devil Rays, were
added to the lags, Selig gave them two
years’ veto power over which league they
would enter. Colangelo wants his team in
the NI, and refuses to budge. His reasons
sound logical enough: San Diego is close
enough for a rivalry. the Dodgers might
draw better crowds than the Angels, and
the Giants might be a better gate attraction than the A’s.
Colangelo’s obstinance is what gave
birth to the crazy notion of amputating the
Al, West from the Al, and moving it almost
intact to the NI, I the Rangers would go to
another Al, division 1, Somebody needs to
wake him up and infbrm him that the good
of his team cannot be allowed to override
the good of the rest of baseball.
Don’t get MC wrong. I still think a
liants-A’s on -field rivalry is a good thing.
But forcing the two to share the same
league is nuts.

Scott ’,echoer/ Spartan Daily
Focusing on his target, Roy Delgado prepares to let his
arrow fly Tuesday at the South Campus practice fields.
Delgado is a part of an Archery class taught by Peggy Plato,

Cross country teams finish
sixth in Fresno Invitational
"We’ve had three different
first place runners in all three
competitions," Argabright said.
"That’s a sign of a good team,
good
competition
having
between team members."
Again, BYU placed first in
the men’s division of the
Western Athletic Conference.
SJSU placed sixth, with a score
of 148, which is almost a 50point edge over Fresno Pacific
and Saint Mary’s, Runner Alan
Jackson ("Not the country
singer," Argabright said.) held
first place for the school, scoring
14th place overall.
"I think we have the potential to be an amazing team by
the end of the season," said
junior Brian Dorgan.
Argabright echoed Dorgan’s
sentiments about the season.
"Our goal is to rank in single
digits in the WAC," Argabright
said. Of the 16 teams in the conference, SJSU would have to
rank ninth to meet its goal.
"For a first-year team, the
men’s team played an incredible game," Argabright said.
Stanford will host the
Spartans next competition on
Saturday. Argabright said that
both of his teams have the talent to rank in the top seven at
next week’s showdown.
"We’re getting stronger every
week," Argabright said.

By Christine M. Liam
Staff Wnter
Both SJSU men’s and
women’s cross country teams
faced stiff competition at the
State
In vi t a Lion al
Fresno
Saturday but gave a good show
Augie
coach
nonetheless,
Argabright said.
"I think both teams perf’ormed very well. We played
some good teams," Argabright
said.
The womer,’s team, scoring
155 points and placing sixth
against 10 schools, topped Cal
Poly, a school that SJSU has
never beaten before, by 44
Brigham
Young
points.
(Tniversity, which currently
ranks second in the nation,
placed first in the meet.
Allison Kegley finished with
a time of 19:29, two seconds
behind Cal Poly’s Melissa
Flynn. Jennifer DeRego placed
second for SJSU and finished
26th overall.
"Everyone seems to be
improving and getting along
with all the other players," said
freshman runner Johanna
Wans. "We’re working together.
There are no ’superstars’ on this
team."
Playing in its third meet of
the season, the men’s team put
up an equally strong fight, considering that this is the first
season for the team after a
nine-year absence.

Giants get rocked; Dodgers gain ground in West
Andres
DENVF.It Al’;
ialarraga increased his leagueleading RBIs total to 137 with a
three -run homer, and the San
Francisco I;iiitits stalled with a
7-6 loss to the Colorado Rockies
on Tuesday night.
San Francisco, which got a
two-run homer from Barry
Bonds in a three -run ninth,
began the night with a 2 1/2game lead over second -place
Los Angeles in the NI, West.
The Dodgers beat the Sari Diego
Padres 6-2, reducing the Giants
first -place lead to 1 1/2 games

Colorado ,ivoided elimination
and closed within 4 1/2 gaIlleS of
first. The Rockies, who have
won 20 of 25, trailed 3-2 in the
fifth when Galarraga fidlowed
singles by Ellis Burks and
Larry Walker with his 41st
homer
Bonds’ ninth -inning homer
off Jerry Di pot le was his 39th of
the season, sixth in seven
games and eighth of September.
Pinch -hitter Mark Lewis had an
1(91 single with two outs With
the potential tying run on first,
Curtis Leskanic retired pinch -

bitter Damon Berry hill ori ci
grounder for his second save.
Colorado chased
Danny
Darwin i 1-31 in the sixth on
two-out singles by Jii-on Bates
and Walt Weiss Julian Tavarez
walked Burks before getting
Walker to ground into a fielder’s
choice.
%Valki.r, who entered the

game trailing San Diego’s Tony
Gwynn by six points in the batting race, went 2-for-5, keeping
his average at .367.
Darren Holmes 19-21 struck
out three in two perfect innings.
In his previous outing, he failed
to retire all five batters he
faced.
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Testing: HIV

Here’s lookin at ’shoe’

Continued from page 1
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McGregor said.
She said the staff advises
student obtains a blood sample students to get anonymous HIV
from pricking his or her finger and AIDS testing done through
with a safety lancet, and after the county at the Pace Clinic on
applying drops of blood to a 2400 Moorpark Ave. She said
specimen collection card, the tests can be administered under
sample is packaged and shipped a number or an alias.
to the Home Access lab.
There is also a pre-test counDepending on the type of seling session, like the home
test, results can be retrieved test, and the results are availthrough the toll-free number in able in two weeks. The test is
three to seven days.
free and just as private,
Johnson said the home test is McGregor said.
as
accurate
and
as safe, private
"If you tell them your name
being tested in a doctor’s office is Nancy Reagan that’s all
or clinic. He said obtaining the they need to know," she said.
test results are more conveThe center also recommends
nient because students can find students to use the confidential
out through their phone.
testing at the Student Health
It avoids the hassle of travel- Center, Health Building Room
ing to a doctor’s office or clinic 106. The test costs $12. The
to get test results, Johnson said. results are not included in the
Laura McGregor, a student student’s medical records and
peer educator in the Student cannot be forwarded for any
Health Center, said the center
reason.
doesn’t recommend
McGregor said,
students to take a
since the county
Home Access test. "If you tell
testing was taken
McGregor said the
off campus last
home test is safe them your
semester, the cenfor students, but
ter is in the
Nancy
is
name
with
doesn’t agree
process of getting
the price of the
it back. She said
Reagan
test.
signastudent
Home that’s all they
The
tures and support
Access test can be
are needed for
purchased through need to know." that to happen.
a
CampusLink,
Freshman
toll-free number or
Jimenez
McGregor Carly
Laura
at most local drug
said she took an
educator
peer
student
$39.99
stores for
HIV and AIDS
and Home Access
test through her
Express for $49.99.
doctor.
private
"It’s a legitimate
she
said
She
option but there is
thinks the home
a higher cost," McGregor said.
tests should be an option for
She said she acknowledges students.
that there are some trade-offs.
With many students being
Anonymity is one reason to sexually active, Jimenez said
test
AIDS
and
have a home HIV
everyone should know their
done. Since the test results are options. Yet, she doesn’t even
given through an automated know if she would do it herself.
system, with an option of talk"I would probably go to the
ing to a counselor, a person can clinic just to get the extra onenever know who he or she is on-one attention," she said. "I
talking to.
would be more comfortable with
McGregor said if a student the results if I went in myself
or
test,
he
a
home
to
use
chooses
and got (them)."
she should consider that a faceMia
Eighteen -year-old
to-face counseling option is not Hooper agreed. She was tested
available. She said counselors through her doctor’s office. She
might miss signals over the said the privacy offered by
phone that could provide Home Access Health would be a
insight on the person’s feelings. benefit for many students, but
She said it is much easier for she is worried that she would
the person receiving the results need more counseling than
to hang up rather than walk out Home Access could provide.
of an office.
"I need someone there to talk
"Often you can tell by speak- to me," she said. "(If the results
ing to someone one-on-one, from were HIV-positive) I need sometheir facial expressions (how one there to sit with me."
they are feeling), where they
might hide it over the phone,"

Robert Remo/ Spartan Daily

Bobby Lin, a computer engineering major, eyes athletic shoes being sold next to the Student Union Amphitheater. The sale will
continue until Friday.

Cable: Regulation not helping, critics say
Continued from page 1
adding more channels, improving service
and introducing new technologies." He said
those were "all things we know our customers want."
Student Jeremy Fernandez agrees with
the cable industry and he said that the
prices are quite reasonable.
"People are free to pay for what they
want to see," said Fernandez, a human performance major.
Lawmakers haven’t ruled out intervening in the cable industry, but say they first
want to see if a 1996 telecommunications
law can work. That law provides for deregulation of’ the communications industries,
including phased deregulation of cable TV
rates.
The goal is to increase competition and
restrain prices by letting cable, local and

A surface-level review, such
as the one going on this year, is
conducted every three years.
Pesquiera said surface -level
reviews are mostly based on
written comments.
"It’s more of a, ’How’re you
of review,"
type
doing?’
Pesqiuera said. "It’s not intended to criticize the president, but
rather, it’s expected to generate
positive suggestions on ways to
improve his performance."
In-depth reviews, in which a
team is sent out to the campus
community to conduct surveys
on the president’s performance,
is done every six years.
According to Pesqiuera, in-

Continued from
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depth reviews have the potential of terminating a president’s
term, although no (’SU president has yet been terminated
because of a had review.
Computer science major Tim
Eversole said the new presidential review process is a good
way to keep the president in
touch with the students.
"It’s hard for presidents to
detach themselves from their
university when students comments are part of their evaluation," Evers()le said.
Those who wish to write letters must send them to the
chancellor’s office before Oct.
15, according to Ken Swish of
the chancellor’s public affairs
office.
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earlier purged most of the condoms.
Customs officials arrested
him on a tip last Thursday after
he arrived on a flight from
Karachi, Pakistan. They found
his intestines filled with the
heroin -packed condoms valued
at $20,000.
Faroos had earlier told police
that he spent 12 hours swallowing the condoms before boarding the plane.
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COLOMBO. Sri Lanka (APJ
A man who swallowed 150
condoms stuffed with heroin
and tried to sneak past customs
in the Colombo airport died
when one of the condoms burst
in his stomach, officials said
Tuesday.
Mohammed Mansoor Faroos,
32, died Monday in Sri Lanka’s
National Hospital of a drug
overdose, police officials said on
condition of anonymity. He had
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with the release of the opera.
The two will be showing the
1939 version of the film in
November, as well as having a
lecture about the novel.
"Steinbeck created a new
genre with "Of Mice and Men,"
Shillinglaw said. The new
style is called a novelette. it’s
a novel that could be performed on stage exactly as it
was written."
More recently, SJSU, in
cooperation with Town and
Country Theater, premiered
the 1992 adaptation of the
film, directing and starring
Gary
Sinise
and
John
Malkovic.
The exhibit will run the
length of the semester. The
Steinbeck Research Center is
located in Wahlquist Library
Room 316.

Call (408)924-3270 and place an ad today’

$89.00
Mat!

Associated Press contrihuted to this report

Condom breaks; heroin OD

Millions of people could be reading your ad
right now if you had advertised in the Daily.
Don’t fall victim to the same mistake twice.

Get a Room!
iss

cable company can control nationally.
Toughen existing regulations that limit
the number of channels on a cable system
that can be filled with programs the systems’ owner has a financial stake in.
Beef up rules to prevent cable companies from acting anti-competitively.
By the consumer groups’ estimates. cable
TV rates adjusted for inflation have gone
up 5.6 percent a year from February 1996
through July 1997. When they were unregulated, cable TV rates adjusted for inflation
went up 4.3 percent a year from January
1986 through April 1993, they said.
Congress first deregulated the industry
in 1986. Outrage over soaring rates
prompted Congress to regulate the industry
again in 1992. The FCC says its regulations
have saved customers more than $3 billion.

Free Bull Rides!!

three-fourths of an inch across
and was the sixth -largest stone
ever discovered on the continent.

t

3

points being available to all
people-even those considered
unorthodox or unpopular.
"Of Mice and Men" was the
most challenged book in the
nation from the years 1982 to
1993, according Smith.
This exhibit is also in conjunction with the opening of
the San Jose Opera and its run
of "Of Mice and Men" performances.
"Of Mice and Men" was converted into an opera and first
opened in the early 1970s. It
first appeared in opera form in
San Jose in 1973.
The San Jose Opera will be
showing "Of Mice and Men"
Nov. 15 through Nov. 30
SJSU will be doing more
than the exhibit in relation

Two white diamonds
declared ’priceless’
dimeDENVER (AP) A
sized finished diamond that
tips the scales at more than 16
carats may be the biggest cut
stone of’ its kind from North
America, a diamond merchant
said Tuesday.
The diamond was one of two
found in North America’s only
mine,
diamond
working
Colorado’s Kelsey Lake mine.
One stone weighed 28.2 carats
and the other weighed 16.3
carats. Both were found three
months ago.
The larger stone, which has
not been named yet, was about

long-distance companies into each other’s
businesses.
The consumer groups and other critics
say the law is fueling consolidation, not
competition.
The industry’s Anstrom said more than
10 million people now get cable TV-like services from such rivals as direct-to-home
satellite TV providers, telephone-owned
cable systems and wireless cable systems.
The cable industry has roughly 67 million
customers.
"We would oppose any measures that
would further insert the government into
the workings of the marketplace," Anstrom
said.
The Consumers Union and the
Consumer Federation of America, which
both opposed the law, also asked the FCC
to:
Limit the number of customers one

Steinbeck:

Review: Caret
Continued from page 1
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Sparta Guide
TODAY
Meet President Caret
Sign tips continue for students interested in
meet tog with President l(obert Caret on
oct 8 To put your name on the
\ P list c.ill t(..! I 1106
Art and 1)esigin galleries
The School if Art and Design is having the
hillosving Student I lalleries from 10 min. to 4
hrough ()et 2, The Natalie and James
p ii
Thompson Gallery front 11 a in. to 4 p
through Out 3 in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildings For more information, call
Brendan :it 921 43:30
Ongoing llooksale
I.ihrary Donations and Sales Unit is
having :in ongoing booksale from 10 a.m. to 3
p ill
every Tuesday and \Vednesdity in the
Clark Lihritry lobby only. The Donations and
itt
Sales l’iia v.all he
ri.opelling"I

Marketing Club meeting
The SJSU Marketing Club is having a meet ing "Advertising in the ’90s" at 3 p.m. in the
Student ITnion Almaden Room.
Dinner and Bible discussion
The Episcopal Canterbury Community is
sponsoring it dinner and Bible discussion front
5:30 to 7 p.m in the Student U111011 M0111 111V0
Room. For more information, call Anna at 293
2401
Liberal Studies Society meeting
The Liberal Studies Society is having a
meeting front 3:30 to 5 p.m. in the Student
11.nion Pacheco Room. For more information.
call Belinda Biosic at 415-363-0317.
Ice Cream Social
Kappa Delta is having an Ice Cream Social
at 7 p.m. at 278 S. 10th St. For more informa
tam. call Liz at 279-9035

Study group
The Mack Alliance it Scientists ;mil
Enrinei.r, 0. 11:1\ ing 1-tiidv group from 6 to 9
p ot on the second floor ol Clark Library. For
more Intormtit lilt. ’ill 921 -,1; 16

Akbayan meeting
The Akbayan Club is having a general meet
ing at :1.30 p.m in Morris Dailey Auditorium
For more information, call 534-1140.

Daily Mass
catn(die caninus ministry is having
Daily Mass from 1205 to 12 :i5 p.m. in the
John XXIII Center. For more information. call
at 938 1610

Child Development meeting
The Child Development Club is having a
meeting at 3.30 p.m in the Central Classroom
Building liooni 118 For more information, call
Dawn Holt at 924 3728.

Linguistics and Language meeting
r.invni,t it’s anti Lang:nal:ft. ivv(dopnipnt
’Afton is having a meeting from 5
stwivnt
to 6 p in in the Student l’ition Pacheco Room
For more infOrmat ion, call 924 4707
Relations night
Tilt. Pub’’, 1(ef:0nm,, stivii.nt socioy if
Anwrien is having an "Evening with the Public
Relation, Academic Advisors- at 6 p 111 111
Dwight Bvrit#1 11;111 Ruin 133 For nor’’ infor
!nation, call Angela Peterson at 761 0825
l’reniiere screen i ng
The Theat re Arts Department is having a
S.JSI’ produced movie
premiere ,creetilint
From Bangladesh" ;it -I :ill p In in
"The
the Engineering Auditorium For more inforBob Gluier at 921 53:17 rir David
mation.
Kahn .11 921 1510
ltesume critique
Ti,e Care..er Center is having Employer
llosted Resume Critique from 11 a.m. to 2 p itt
in the Student 1111011 1’11111111111111 Room For
more information. call the Career Resource
Center :it 921 eiii:14
"Interview for Suctess"
havtitg an
’rile Career Center
"Interviewing for Success" seminar at 11 :10
;I III tnt the Stliflf.111 [’num Almaden Room
"Joly Hunting"
The Career Center is having "job limiting
(tnt.ind It line" at 1 p ill ill the St ildf.111 1’111011
Alin,iffen ihusint
FM’ Ilifire information. call
C,ireer Re,ource Center ;it 921 6034
"Designing your own internship"
The Career Center is Hiving "Designing
III 111e
Yolir C /s.Vii Internship- at 2 :30 pitt
ident 1 ’won Ailliadvn Ruffin

Fall film series
cercle Francais is having a Fall Film
Series ;it 4 p in in the Business Classrooms
loorii 11 For more infeirmation, call !(24 4602.
Hellenic and Cypriot meeting
The I lellemc and C’ypriot Associat ton is having a iiiiotilig from 4 to 6 p iii. in the Student
I’mon I iiiadaltipe Room For more information.
itt -1"1111 kesogfoi at 293 9233
Group meditation
The Mindfulness Meditation Practice Group
to 8:15
is hu.ivtruga group meditation Irmo 7
111f. Spartan Memorial (Impel. For more
information. call Susan Murphy at 924-1326.
Individual counseling
Tht SJSI. Student llealth Center is ofTering
individual counseling for students interested in
weight tout rid from 11 a in. to 1 p.m. in the
St 11(1(.10 I lealth Center For appointments, call
921 6122
Pizza meeting
The Spartan Dive Club is having a Pizza
meeting at 7 p iii at Rimini Table Pizza off of
AIM:Hien Expressway and Branham. For more
information, call Sonya at 269 4382
Brown bag lunch
The Re Entry Advisory Program is having
the following. a "Brown Bag Lunch" from noon
to 1 30 p III In the Student Union Pacheco
Room, Evening Advising from 6 to 7 p.m. in
Dudley Moorhead Hall Room 238 A. For more
information, call (lane Boyd at 924-5950.

THURSDAY
"Night Life"
The Campus Crusade for Christ is having it
"Night Lifi." meeting at H p in. every Thursday
in the Student Union Costonoan Room. For
more. information. call Kristin Anderson at
279 5549
Eating Disorder Support Group
The SJSU Health Center is offering an
Eating Disorder Support Group from 4 ;10 to
530 p.m every Thursday in Health Building
Room 208 For more infbrination, call Nancy
Black at 924 6118
Chi Pi Sigma meeting
Chi Pi Sigma. a co-ed Law Enforcement fra
ternity. is having ;I meeting for new members
from 6 to H p in. in the Spartan Chapel For
more. infOrmat ion, r;f11 Carmen at 998 0433.
(;ay, Lesbian and Bisexual meeting
l’he Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual Alliance is
having a meeting from 330 to S p m in the
St mient l’Inon Pacheco Room
Chemistry Club meeting
The SJSC Chemistry Club is 1111N:111V Ille See
mid Meeting of the semester front 12 :30 to 1.30
.)nit iti Duncan flail Room 504. For more information, call 922-2502
Hispanic Business meeting
Thr, llisputinute Bosiopss Association is having
a general meeting at 5.30 p.m, in the Student
Union Council Chambers For more information. call Maihel at 397 6993 or NerevIla at
272 9291.
Test your body fat
The Department of Nutritton and Food
Science will test your body fat using bioelectri
cal impedance front 2 to 4 p.m. in the. Central
Classroom Building Room 103. For more infor
mation, call K1111 R0111 at 924 3110
Nutrition and Food Science Club meeting
The Nutrition and Food Science. Club is hav
the
p III
mg an introductory meeting at
Central Classroom Building Room 122.
Listening Hour
The Listening flour is presenting a
Chamber Music Recital of classical guitar, flute,
voice and piano. The music is front the
Classical and Romantic periods arid will be
from 1230 to 1 15 p.m in the Music Building
Concert Ilan. For more information, call 924
46:31
Open auditions
The 5.1511 Concert Choir is having open
auditions for tenors from 930 to 11:30 a.m. it
the Music Building Room 262. For more in
call Dr. Archibeque at 924-4333
Career Center presents:
The Career Center is having the following:
"Employer Hosted Practice Interviews" from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Student Union 1’111’1[11mm
Room; "Designing Your Own Internship" at
11:30 a.m. in the Student Union t7ostanoan
Room; "Interviewing For Success" at 1 p.m. in
the Student !Triton Costanoan Room. "Resume
Writing" at 2:30 p.m in the Student. Union
Cost an on n Room; "Recruit i rig Services
Workshop" at 11:30 a.m. in the St talent I Jnimi
Almaden Room. For more information, call the
Career Resource Center at 924.6034

Sociology meeting
The Sociology Club is having a weekly club
meeting at 2:45 every Wednesday in lhalley
Moorhead Hall Room 359 For more information, call Will Wells at 338-6260.
faculty and gaff The deadline for entries in noon, three days
()ffire Items will not he accepted
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Environmentalists aim big
tIi.’ Glen Canyon dam was built
in the 1950s and has said he
regrets not opposing it more
vigorously.
What’s at stake, Werbach
told the lawmakers Tuesday, "is
the restoration of one of the
most special places on Earth TON
AP)
As
NC
II
WASI
Canyon - for our families
Glen
environmental ideas go, it is
and our future."
one of 111e hirge51 and boldest
In addition, Werbach argued
Drain Lake Powell. a 252
the Glen Canyon dam is a consquare mile manmade lake on
tinuing threat to the ecosystem
River that
the Colorado
of the Grand Canyon downattracts 2.5 million tourists a
stream and threatens the
’air’, ;Is a way to protect the
extinction of several endan;rand Canyon’s ecosystem.
gered fish that are not
While the brainaccustomed to the
storm of the Sierra
cold water coming
Club received a confrom the lake.
hearing "Clearly, there are endagered
gressional
Critics of the plan
Tuesday, lawmakers species that would become
maintained Tuesday
were anything hut
that draining the lake
They more endangered if the lake
supportive.
jeopardize
would
called it "silly- and
water supplies in six
"monumentally (tomb.’ were drained."
Southwestern states
;ind promised one
especially Arizona
tifter another that it
- Dennis Galvin and Iftah - and raise
would get nmvhere if’
deputy director, National Parks Service water costs as far
they had anything to
away as Los Angeles.
And the environClinton
111e
Alifl
unpredictable C’.olorado River ment could Stiffer as well, they
win 1st rat 10Ii si tI it has 110
and to generate electricity. But argued.
plans eVell to consider paying
Sediment at the bottom of
for an environmental impiwt the massive lake created
some toxic - could
review. The cost of draining the bellind the 710-foot dam also the lake
lake, one of the most popular has become a recreational suc- be swept up by winds or cause
recreation sites in the federal cess, attracting 2.5 million visi- sever air pollution, and the
park system. could be in the tors annually, including nearly canyon itself would be left with
hundreds of indiums of dollars, 2 million that camp overnight, a ring of salt much like a bathalthough admmistration offi- second only to Yosemite tub ring, that would be there
cials declined even to speculate.. National Park. Visitors pump for centuries. And while some
"It would be expensive," said $500 million a year into the endangered species would be
helped, others might be put in
Fluid :\1:trtiziez, head of the local economy.
But conservationist David greater jeopardy.
Interior Department’s Bureau
"Clearly, there are endanBrower, if Sierra Club board
of Reclamation, after the hear
ing, where he had called the member and at 84 one of the gered species that would
organization’s icons. argues the become more endangered if the
proposal "unrealistic. Last November, the board of lake serves only to hide one of lake were drained," said Denis
the scenic Galvin, deputy director of the
nal ure’s I reasures
directors of the 600,000 111e111
Service,
Park
ber Sierra Chib caught even redrock chi& and canymis of National
although adding that sonic
other environmental groups off the Glen Canyon itself.
Brower, now head of the species of currently endangered
gunnel when it it
Earth Island Institute in San fish might benefit
called for (framing, Lake.
Francisco, was the Sierra
largest
tIt,’ Coll 111 rt’’S
manmade lake created 20 years Clulcs executive director Mien

III The Sierra Club
suggests draining
lake, lawmakers
unsupportive

Dyslexic
wins suit
against
schools
A judge
LONDON (Al’)
awarded $73,000 in damages
Tuesday to a young dyslexic
woman who said public
schools condemned her to a
life of menial jobs by failing
to diagnose her condition.
The case was the first of
its type in Britain.
Pamela Phelps, 23, who
has never learned to read
and write properly, fell
behind from the start at
school. When she began high
school in 1985, her reading
age was 6.9 years.
An educational psychologist said she had emotional
problems. Her dyslexia was
only discovered when her
In mily saw a TV program
about the condition. She left
school at 16 with no degree.
Cherie Booth, wife of
Prime Minister Tony Blair,
was Miss Phelps’ lawyer at
the High Court hearing in
July. She said her client was
of average intelligence and
could have earned about
$32,000 a year if she had
received a proper education.
Judge Patrick Garland
damages
awarded
the
against Hillingdon Borough
Council, Miss Phelps will use
the money for special studies
and hopes to become a comprogrammer,
her
puter
lawyer said.

GRE $50
GMAT w/ Student ID
4100

iF

Test Preparation
Cillege Graduate Instrudors
I Small rind Personal (lasses
Extensive 30 Lour Program

ago by the construction of the
Glen Canyon 1/ain. It took
years to fill the lake and no one
would speculate how king it
might take to drain it.
"Sometime ideas are hard to
look at .. hard to swallow," said
Adani Werbach, the Sierra
Club’s 24 -year-old president,
calling the proposal to drain
the lake "all amazing restoration project" that he believes
the public would support.
The dam upriver from the
;rand Canyon was built in the
1950s to 11(.11) harness the

Crime Watch
Monday, Sept. 22 -- A
A
Monday, Sept. 22
threatening IlleSSligi. was left non -injury accident occurred
on if business professor’s voice in the Seventh Street Garage.
Monday, Sept. 22 - Two
mail
A bicycles were impounded from
Monday, Sept. 22
outside I huiley Moorhead Hall
CallSef1 a disturhance
tit Hugh Gillis Hall She was for being illegally secured.
A
Monday, Sept. 22
transported to San Jose’s
Psychiatric non -injury accident occurred
Entergemcy
at Tenth and San Antonio
Services for if 72 hour evaliiii
st ri(ets
tnt
A fire
Monday, Sept. 22
err, in an
"Correction: IS,
Cr,rrt..
alarm was set off in the . ’art (loft
chat’?
gr.lri
.1rdtlent
t4,r1t
Student Ilnion after someone
ste.0
rir porkrti in the
threw a burnt bag of popcorn
find Hole
in the trash.
*Editor’s Note: Crime Watch in a new feature in the Spartan
Daily. The informati )))) in it is taken from a UPI) crime log. Our
purpose isn’t to glorify crime but to let our readers know that
it does exist. Because the Mrs jurisdiction reaches beyond
the campus of San Jose State University, there may be entries
from incidents that didn’t occur on campus. However, our
focus is Co report what happens at SJSU.
la
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NEEDED
Women Ages 21-29,
licalthy, Responsible,

Only a Custom Built
PC car give you
the latest Technology
and personalize
features for less.

All Nationalities.

’3-year warranty*

Give the Gift of Life!

Free Consultation

S3,000. Stipend and Expenses
Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
Japanese Donors,

SOLID
Fax

Custom PC
Specialist
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"This is awful. I hate his mother."

CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
maws no claim for products or
winces advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified colter’s’ of the Spartan
Wily consist of paid advertising
and ociarIngs are not approved or
verified by the newspeper.

EMPLOYMENT
INSIDE SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
Full Time, Mon Fri
8:00am-4:30pm
Founded in 1925, George S.
May International is a leading
management consulting firm. Our
business is booming, and we need
motivated team -players to help
schedule appointments with small
to medium sized companies
throughout the Western US.
Well provide you with
fully paid training, competitive
compensation ($7.00 per hour +
commissions, with an earnings
potential of 830K+!), a complete
benefits package, flexible work
schedule. & a fun team oriented
work environment. This is a
perfect opportunity for anyone
considering a change from the
retail or restaurant grind (No
nights & weekends!). Anyone who
likes people is encouraged to
apply!
To arrange an interview.
please call Steven Sanchez at
(800) 955-0200 ext. 220, or
send/fax resume to: GSM, 991
W. Hedding St. San Jose, CA 95126,
Fax: (408) 244-6415 E0E/AA.
GEORGE S. MAY
INTERNATIONAL CO.
ATTENTION ENERGETIC PEOPLE!
Bella Ma Restaurant is
looking for positive, friendly
people to fill a guest relations
position at the front desk.
$7-$9/hr. Call 280.1993.
ask for Karen or Michelle.
ADMIX /SALES ASST Fast-paced
sales office has part-time position
(mornings or afternoons) for detail
oriented. comp. literate energetic
prof. w/excl. phone skills. Cust.
svc, filing, typing duties. Fax
resume- 408-492 1689 Attn: Niki.
EYE DR. TECHNICIAN. No exp.
r-ec FT & PT Customer service
skills a must. Call Wendy or
Theresa @ 408/448-3222.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanlose
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
CLERICAL POSITION for busy
insurance agency. Filing & mail
rcom erRes. 15. Mon-Fri. $6.75/hr.
Call Bud or Donna @296-5270.
PICTIJRE FRAMING doll. & Woo
Flex hours weekends required
IleGreat Frame Up.40137232666.
BRIGHT 9 YR OLD GIRL w/ CP
needs an aide for learning and
fun. Afternoons, M-F, P/T flex hrs.
CDL req. $10/hr. Hillsborough
near San Mateo 16503443184.
HAMBURGER MARY’S
Now Hiring Part time Servers
Call Kevin or Mike 947-1668.
INFORMATION CENTER: The
Student Union Information Center
currently has a position available
15-20 hrs/week. M. Tu. Th after
noons. Workstudy encouraged
Contact the Student Union
Directors Office, 9am 5pm. M-F.
WANTED: lock (a Alb Of Al Trades
to support teaching staff at Good
Sam Hospital Child Care Center
supplies, snack prep, minor
ropers laundry. FT or PT. $7.50 hr
ECE Subs also needed. $8.00
$9.60 hr. Call. 5542453.
TUTOR NEEDED for 2nd to 6th
waders in Math, English. Science
Experienced & firm with kids.
Some credential preferred. $15/h.
2 hours daily. 406-437-9417.
CITILINK PAGING & CELLULAR
seeks full/part time sales
Person. data entry, customer
service & electronic technicians
Call 408-4537243 or
Fax resume 408 441 9988.

1"

"It could be worse. She could hate you."

TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers
Flexible hrs. 9arh9cirri. Downtown
near lieitrail 4 blocks from SJSU
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
Promotions 4940200.
111 MN EXTRA CASH $
up to $600/month’
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males, 1940 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
1850 324 1900. M F. 84 30

AIDE FOR PARALYZED 37-yr-old
in his pleasant Palo Alto cottage.
Sat. llpm7am. Some time to
study. $10/hr. 1-650-5684225.
RETAIL SALES, Floridly, Fr& PT
Openings, Educational Materials.
Apply at LEARNING RAINBOW,
2839 Meridian Ave., SJ. or Fax
resume to: 265-7627.
RECREATION LEADER P/T,
after-school recreation programs
in Si area. WE. 10-15 hrs./wk.
during the school year. $9.80 hr.
starting. Pick up applications
9/12 9/30 at City Hall. 801
N. 1st St. Rm. 207. Testing
10/7 or 10/8. Great leadership,
programming & problem solving
skills preferred.

PHONE:

DIRECTORS. TEACHERS & AIDES
Thinking about a career working
with elementary age children? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
now hiring for school -age child
care centers in San Jose. Cupertino,
Santa Clara, Los Gatos &
Full & part-time positions available.
hours flexible around school. Fun
staff teams, great experience
in working with elementary age
children, career advancement and
good training opportunities.
Teachers require minimum 6 units
in ECE, Recreation, Psychology,
Sociology and/a Physical Education.
Please call Mary Hoshiko at 408291-8894 for more information
and locations.

ATTN: STUDENTS!
CLUCK U CHICKEN
Now hiring for school year.
SOCIAL SERVICE. Great ke flex
Flexible hours 10-20 a week.
hours. Teach disabled adults
independent living skills. $7.00Call 241-Cluck.
$7.25, benefits w/FT positions.
COURIER FOR REAL ESTATE CO.
Call 866-5001
Ideal for student! PT w/ flex hrs.
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
ME. Call 408-534-2112.
P/T Elementary Schoois
Degree or Credential NOT Require]. NEED A JOB OR FINANCIAL AID?
Opportunity for TeechrgExpenenoe. Willing to work parttime, fulltime or flexible hours according
Need Car.
Voce Mel: (408)2874170 et 408 to your schedule, plus make great
money? For work experience,
Eli/ME
great money. plus some fun,
don’t wait, call now: Kristi
SPEEDSTERS CAFE
P/T Salad / Sandwich servers 995 5905.
9am-2pm. Mon. -Fri. Energetic &
Friendly. Apply at 86 South First @I
SECURITY- ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
San Fernando.
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
BARRY SWENSON BUILDER
is looking for a responsible.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Cali or apply ri person, May Sun 77.
enthusiastic croperty de.eloprnent
intern with strong clerical and
408-286-5880. 555 D Mercian he.
communication skills. 12:30-5:30
Between San Carlos and Par/moor.
Wald the Cad and Party acre Si.
daily. Reliable car required.
Fax resume to 998-1737 or
call 287-0246
P/T TUTORS/INTERNS NEEDED
to prepare Santa Clara County
middle/high school students for
SECURITY
college. Teach (AVID) Advancement
Full and Part Time Positions
Graves. Swings and Weekends
Via Individual Determination
methods: daytime. 4-16 hrs/wk:
Low key lob sites
Will train
$6$8/hr. Attend Recruitment Fair
Abcom Private Security
on 9/30/97, 4-7pm at Santa
406.247-4827
Clara County Office of Education.
1290 Ridder Park Drive, San
VIET/ENGL SPEAKER NEEDED Jose, Phone 453-6658 for map.
Translations, general office work.
Law Office 4 blocks from SJSU BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST to work
6-9 hours weekly in Los Gatos
Call 995-3226 or Fax 995.3230.
based behavioral intervention
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK at program. Background in Special
remodeled 4th & Salta Cla-a Chevron. Ed. Psychology. Speech, or 0.1.
All shifts available. Full or part time desired. Experience preferred.
open. Please call 2953964 a apply 510:00 to 515:00 per hour. Call
Kevin 1-415-827 9310 or Shari
it person. Ask for Ofelia.
408.2942712
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary tips. COME TO WHERE THE BREAD is
Students needed el aye immediate baked! Le Boulanger. family owned
wee. Full-time/part-time openings. bakery/cafe seeks friendly.
Call today 1-415-968 9933. outgoing individuals to loin our
International Bartenders School. team as Bussers. Sales Clerks.
Supervisors. and Assistant ManUFEDUARDS/ SWIM INSTRUCTORS agers $5-$12 hourly, no experi
Palo Alto YMCA Indoor Pool
ence necessary. 18 locations
including Downtown San Jose.
Salary DOE Certifications
Training is available
Apply at any location or 305 N.
Must be able to work weekends. Mathilda, Sunnyvale, 94086. Call:
Contact Josh at 650/856 9622. 4013-774-9000 a Fax: 4085239810
COACH: Looking for Flag Football
Coach with good communication
skills & sports background. Need
ed for fall season to help grades
5th 8th. Mon-Thur. practices
from 3:15pm to about 4:30pm
Ce Uz Gatvan, Ath Dr. 9459090.

NEED A GRADUATE TO TUTOR
C Programming. $10/hr, 4-6 hrs
per week. Page 408-984-4455.
TEACHERS high quality, licensed
drown childcare centers for 2-12
year olds.
Flex PT/FT positions
Days. Eve. Weekends
MO 6 ECE required
Team environment
Benefits available
Call Corp Off cc 260-7929.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 school
seeks responsible individuals for
extended daycare. P/T in the
afternoon. No ECE units are
required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please contact
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.

WORDPROCESSING

INSTRUCTION

THE ULTIMATE FUND-RAISERS
for Greeks, Clubs, and Motivated
Individuals are available now.
Fast, easy & no financial obligation. For more information call:
1888151A-PLUS ext. 51.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA. Turaban and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul ar Virginia 408-251-0449.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who Wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.

OPPORTUNITIES
GET PAID BIG nil through your
mailbox! Easy to do. Even for
Teens! Do it now! Free info send
SASE to HBB Press, 1105 Audry
Ave. Campbell, CA 95008.
http/Avynv2.netcom.can/-pskim/
hbb.html.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
HAD AN ACCIDENT? Need a paint
iob or body work done on your car/
Al CAMPBELL COLLISION CENTER.
we can help you. Call us at (408)
379-4144 Ask for SJSU Student
Discount

TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Elem, school -age recreation
Only $5700 per year
program, P/T from 2.6pm, M F
P/T
Save 30% 60%
during the school year. Some
morning positions available from
on your dental needs.
approx. 7amllam. FIT during
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
summer camp. %Int salary, no
ECE req. Los Gatos -Saratoga
Recreation. Call Janet at 3548700
AUTOS FOR SALE
x223. (Not available school year?
Call for summer employment: BLAZER 4X4 ’55 CHEVY S10.
lifeguards & camp leaders).
White. Automatic. Pwr. win/locks.
8250010.5.0. Call 227-1145.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
1990 BLACK ACURA INTEGRA LS
Women ages 21-29. healthy,
responsible, all nationalities.
One Owner, Perfect Condition
5 speed, 137k, AC. AM/FM Cass.
Give the gift of life!
$3.000 stipend & expenses paid. $6500. Evenings 408.3533470
Borus for Ovese & Japanese clams.
PLEASE CALL WWFC
800-314-9996
CAMPUS CLUBS
JOBS AVAILABLE Tamp. FT/FT
Wcrit as receptionist.
Admin. Assist, Ship/Rec
South Bay locations.
Flexible. Pay starts $9 & up
Certified Personnel. 749-1570.

SKI WHISTLER Canada $499.
January 11th- 161h. SJSU Ski &
Snowboard Club. InVudes 1i1t.
bus, 4 day 15 ticket. 5 night stay in
full kitchen condos in WHISTLER
Village, & unlimited fun. For your
(-Ticket call Mark 408/292-0955
$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing or ufs12282@email.xjsu.edu .
cur circuars No Excenenoe Req. Free
rfcenaocr rocket. Call 410783P272

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers. group
projects, resumes. All formats,
including APA. WP 5.1/HP Laser
Printer. Experienced, dependable,
quick return. Almaclen/Branham
area.Call Unda at (408) 2644504.
Please leave message. All calls
returned promptiy

2 B)M APARTAENT 6900/ MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
AUTO INSURANCE
Close In
Campus Insurance Service
Modern Building
Special Student Programs
Laundry Room
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Village Apts 576 S. 5th St.
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for NonGood Drivers" 14081 295 6893
SPECK DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Famity Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 2965270
VALET PARKING PIT nights &
SHARED HOUSING
weekends for special events in
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
Los Gatos and Saratoga area
NICE. CLEAN ROOM New carpet
Polite, well groomed & professorial
New bathroom. On site laundry
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
No cooking facilities. Nonsmoker
attitude only. 19 years+. 86-88
$385/mo. $250 deposit Ail
Per hour tips. Call Mike at
1-800825-3871.
utilities paid. 507 N. 3rd St Tel
286 8178.

LOSE UP TO 30 LBS IN 30 DAYS
100% Natural 100% Guaranteed.
Hear what a Doctor has to say’ Free
Samples’ Cal 8004365617, 241’s

Certain advertisements In
these cclunrie misy refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or add,
additional Information
Classified readers should be
reminded that. when meeting
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition, readers should
carefully kwestlgate al rims
offering employment listings
cecoupons for discount
acirtIons Of merchandise

408-924-3277

LILIUULJLJULIQUILIILILIUULLILICILILAULILLILILILLIJ
LIILILICILLAULLILICIJULILILILLIJUULILILILILILILILIJ
LIULLILILQUILIQUILIILLILLILJLILIUULILILILIJUJUILI
One
Day
55
$6
$7
$8

Two
Days
$7
$11
$9
$10

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Please check
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

each additional line

After the fifth day, rate increases by St per day
First line 125 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines $70
15-19 lines $110

Five 41.1ress
Days
$13 ,MNS cum
$14
nry orme
$15
$16

/

one classification:
71p . OriP

Send check or money order b
Spartan Daily Classifieds
SenJose State University
SanJoee CA 95192-0149

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
III All ads are prepaid
No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for coneecueve publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (406)924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announosments’
Lost and Found**
Volunkiers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Elc
Wanted’
Employment
Cpportunrkes

Rental Housing
Shared Housing"
Reel Estate
Semces*
Hesithl3eaute
SportsThalls
ineurarce
Enlertanmene
Travel
Taloe
Word Processing
Scholarelaps

available for these Classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required
"’Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community
*Special student rates

WRITING ASSISTANCE most
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is available?
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
college teacher) can help you
with research & writing. Fast.
friendly, caring. confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/ thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For
free tips, tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing,
visit our user-friendly Website
at http://www.aci,plus.com
Regular
aelenetcom.eom
Or write: Daniel, POB 4489. PC CA
94404 fask forfree color brochael.

TUTORING
IN-HOME COMPUTER TUTORING
Upgrade. Consulting, Install. DOS.
Windows, Win 95, Win NT. Office,
Word. Internet, Netscape, Int BIO.
Game on our Computers Or Surf
the Web SP "A PLACE TO PLAY" at
832 Malone in Willow Glen. Open
9arn-9pm, 7 days a week. Call
Roy: 292-3167. Pager 53135071.
ENGUSH TUTOR & EDITING
Experienced with the needs
of Foreign Students.
Credentiaied Teacher & M.A.
Call Jessica 14081978-8034
TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra Geometry
Statistics Trig - Calculus
Physics. Mechanics- Electric
Computer Windows Vt5u84Basic C
English ESL TOEFL
Spanish. HabIar Leer ESCrobff
Call: Mike 408.2967576
Email mvera18288@aol.corn

SSWO -.

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted Maw removed forever
Specialist Confidential
Your own probe or disposable
335 S Baywood Ave San Jose
247-7485

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

3 Ines
4 lines
5 Imes
6 Ines
$1 for

924-3282

TvrP Daily . .,.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALI.

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum

TRAVEL -TEACH ENGLISH:
5 day/40 hr. Oct. 22 TESOL
Cert. Course. FREE packet.
Toll free: 1-888.270-2941.

POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience
Dr. Viktor and Anna Poionsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Professors of Piano
National Teachers Guild Assr
National Suzuki Assn.
’AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED
Individual Piano Lessons
Graduate Studies, Thesis. Terrn
Starting $20/hr.
Papers. Nursing. Group Projects,
Resu-nes, Al Formats. Specializing Call 408.241-6662 in Santa Clara
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
fcryox FIRST FREE lessor, interview
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ Ks Dia
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
PROFESSIONAL NORD PROCESS,\G.
SERVICES
247 2681, Sam 8pm
THEGITOST1C ORDER OFCHRIST
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES Bible Study. Lecture & Services
PrOfeSsionai typing for your term Book Cafe & Reki Center
3483-95 So. Bascom
papers, reports, letters. etc.
Sundays 6:00pm
8 years experience.
1406978-8034
Fast Accurate- Reliable
WP, MS Word, other applications.
WRITING HELP. Fast professorial
Hansen’s Business Services
408-264-3506 or 408-2695156. editing, rewriting. ghostwriting.
Essays, letters. application
e-mail kelahgearthlink.net
statements. proposals. eports.
etc For more in’o. o’ease call
HEALTH & BEAUTY Dave Bolick at 510-603.-9654.
VISA/MeaterCard. FAX. E-Mall
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us perrna
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin
Tummy etc Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First soot
1/2 price if made before 12/31/97.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Campbeil Ave #17. Campbell.
.
140111 379-3500

FOR RENT

INSURANCE

DAILY CIA SSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

FAX:

FUNDRAISING

OWN A COMPUTER?
Then put 410 work!
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
is hiring Ff & PT teachers and
185083500+ PT/FT
Free Details.
aides for their school age day
care programs in the San Jose ywov.hbn.com. access code 5047
area. AM and PM hours available.
Get great experience working EXCELLENT PAY Processing Mail!
with children! Units in Psych, Soc.
$1 per envelope stuffed!
ECE, Rec or ED required. Call Details 24 hrs. 1-407-245.7393.
408-379-3200 ext 21.
mows NEEDED
Earn while you Learn Program.
Have ali your expenses paid.
while you go to school.
Pay your tuition with CASH.
Graduate with &figure income.
Call recording14081 271-6993.

924-3277

ACROSS

1 Blow ones
own horn
5 Elementary
10 Stoop
14 Hobgoblin
15 Greek market
16 Open i a knoll
17 Dog -paddled
18 Hardship
19 Fly high
20 Mauritania s
neighbor
22 Playful
24 Sailors -yes
25 Peasant
26 Showed
affection
29 Curl
33 Squadrons
34 Conceited
36 Logger Stool
37 Block a stream
38 Riverbank plant
39 Pester
40 Singer Yoko
41 Thomas Hardy
heroine
42 Separate
44 Thurmond or
Robb
47 Bureaus
48 Uproars
49 Egg
Source
50 Many -armed
creatures
53 Tea biscuit
57 California’s Woods
58 Actor Hawke
60 Mine
entrance
62 - Stanley
Gardner
63 Elegant
64 Green fruit
65 Rego re
66 Hot d ink
67 P alit -to -he

.21,-.
b

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
IMMO
OMMO
1;10E101

ODOM
MINIM012
D0000

Elf211E1
111010101
C113001

ellielGil MUM BIIIMIIIRIMIN

ODOM M.001113
01001;10E1 C111101111011:111101
UMEIEIN 0011:00 11100E1
101110
ZIOCIL21E1
00E1
RUBIO MUIRIM UNIDIDU
1111;1111M011411113 011O10100111
0101A1A MIME’
0000010 0111D M000
MICIC101
OMOM 00E100 011010111
1111110111
Z1101111110 0011111

ciammo wino

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
It
12
13
21
23
25
26
27
28

Air -rifle ammo
Lines
Chills and fever
Acrobat
Did a groceryworker’s lob
TN Mahal site
Get dirty
Anger
Popular
stimulant
Transporting
school kidS
Baseballer
Slaughter
Fargo s st
Small boat
Looks at
Director
Howard
Holierthan
thou people
Accolades
Nonsensicar
Playwright
Neil

30 Volcanic
rocks
Put forth effort
Schoolbooks
Swerves
Commercials
Most pitiless
Throat -clearing
sound
43 Friends by mail
45 Worshipped
46 Hint
47 Like some
peanut butter
50 Sign of the
future
51 Smoke (harm
52 Floor piece
53 Neighbor of
Libya
54 South African
monetary unit
55 Actress Adams
56 long -- no see
59 Pair
61 Newsman
Koppel
3i
32
34
35
38
42

1111111111111 1111111111
111
111
11
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1
11
11
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II
111UU
ii
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1111111
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111
11
sii
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Zanotto’s Family Markets
offer so much more!
Located at Second Street and East Santa Clara, Just 2 blocks from SJSU.
Zanotto’s Features:
Large variety of organics and natural tbods.

Organic Produce featuring a large selection of
fruits and vegetables.

Fresh sandwiches, hot foods and
prepared salads from the Deli.

Bulk foods.

A full salad bar.

A complete beverage department including
fine wines and spirits.

Sushi made fresh hourly.

Free validated parking with purchase.

You’ll Holler For Our All Natural Food Specials!
Cascadian Farms All Varieties... On2anic Ice Cream.
Sorbet ;.ind Creain. Sorbet. Yi Tint NITetahles and
VeogieB iNA. Is
9216 (v. each $1.69

Eddies Vegetable Pasta Bowties. Confetti.
(’orkscrev:-s and Tnimpets
12w. $1.69

( (v.

Health \Ale\ Fat Free C’rackeiN Assiirti.x1
.99c

I.ittle Bear Refried Beans Black, Spicy and Regular
16 iv. .99c

Horiion Yogun All Varieties
6w. .69c

liansen’s Natural Soda... Assorted Varieties
6 packs $1.99

Garden of Latin Sesame Blue Chips
7.5 w. $1.59

Nlayacamas Skillet Pasta Mixes Assorted Varieties
iv. .99c

(lit Bars Assorted Varieties
2.4w. .99c

Panda I jeorice Red and Black
7w. Box $139

(’ook’, salad I )iessini! Assorted Virieues
12.5-12.7w. $1.99

Si well Ridge } :111 it Spreads Assorted Varieties
1) iv. $1.69

irictics

Emerald Valle I !minis Assorted Variciles
12 w. $1.99

Zanotto’s Has the Freshest Produce!!
Raspberries .99c each

Tomatoes Salad Si/e .490

Blue Lake String Beans .79c

Seedless Grapes Red Green .89c11h

statues 1 lb cello hag .99C

English Cucumbers .99c each

DiAnjou Pears First of the Season
.4944/11h

oupon

Coupon

$1.00 Off
Any Fresh Made Deli Sandwich or Sushi
ger pod lire* 10/1/91

Register to Win A

$50 Shopping Spree

at Zanotto’s

Deposit at Downtown Store Drawing Held 10/1/97

"WU. TREAT You LIKE FAMILY,"
L

.03 SICOMD ITRIII

D011,110VIN IA M

1051

A ,F04

FAKLY MICETS
"WELL TREAT YOU LIKE FAMILY!"
40 .S SECOND STLEET IJOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

name

AMILY MARKETS

I 1
’7) iI
ii41111

address
phone

sionda I nday 7am-9pm
Saturday gam-Vm
Sunday 9am-8prn

#4314

